Science
Alternative Energy, Second Edition
This three volume set is an investigative introduction to both our current energy sources and
alternative energy options for the future. From the science behind the sources, to the challenges
in getting to large scale usage, this is an eBook with an eye to the future and our resource needs.
©2012 U.X.L.

97814144908146

Biotechnology In Context
Aimed primarily at high school students, as well as the interested lay reader, this volume is
part of the In Context series. In a collection of 236 entries, Biotechnology: In Context explores
fundamental molecular processes and applications ranging across medicine, agriculture, and
industry. Cross-curricular in nature, the set supports curricula in chemistry and biology, as well
as earth science, general physical science, environmental science, health science, history,
government, and the social.
©2012 Gale

9781414490854

“The library-as-learning commons functions as the hub of the school, where teachers and students
collaborate, inquiry-based learning is promoted, and teacher-librarians provide instructional support
to every teacher in the school while fostering a thriving reading culture.”

Connect Your
Students to
Research that
Matters

Library to learning commons: A recipe for success (Hayes, 2014, 1)

New eResources in Support of New Curricula
If you would like to add any of these eBook titles to your classroom,
library or learning commons contact:

Brendan O’Dacre

Market Development Manager
Nelson Gale
1-800-268-2222, Ext. 5594
Brendan.odacre@nelson.com

For more information about Gale resources, free trials of eBooks, or databases, visit
www.nelson.com/site/gale
1120 Birchmount Road Toronto ON M1K 5G4
416 752 9448 or 1 800 268 2222
Fax 416 752 8101 or 1 800 430 4445
email: nelson.orderdesk@nelson.com
www.nelsonschoolcentral.com

01/15

eBooks that support K–12 curriculum

Gale’s new eResources provide the content, tools, and services libraries need to enable
student learning and promote information discovery.
l Connects to social media
l Downloadable and translatable
l Online homework
l Learn 24/7
Start your FREE trial now at www.nelson.com/site/gale

Social Studies
Junior Worldmark Encyclopedia of World Culture, Second Edition
This completely updated, full-colour edition provides students and faculty researchers with an
easy-to-use, systematic guide to the history and current status of 315 cultural groups and includes
25 groups new to the set. This title is ideally suited for accessible exploration of world cultures.
©2012 U.X.L.

9781414486819

St. James Encyclopedia of Popular Culture, Second Edition
From fast food to fitness fads, political events and literacy genres, this encyclopedia set covers
popular culture from a current and relevant point of view. With an emphasis on people, events, and
products that constitute culture today, this cross-curricular resource links research with current trends.
Explore challenge and change with your students.
©2013 St. James Press

9781558628533

Human Geography: People and the Environment

Family Studies
Fashion Costume and Culture
Inquire into the function and the social impact of clothing through the ages with a special emphasis on
the 20th century. This updated second edition contains detailed information about clothing, hairstyles,
tattoos, jewelry, and body piercing within the context of customs, tradition, and culture. An essential for
discovering clothing and fashion.
©2013 U.X.L.

9781414498485

UXL Healthy Living
U.X.L.’s latest healthy guide to healthy living. This eReference title covers many aspects of a healthy
lifestyle: nutrition, exercise, medicine, mental health, and self-esteem. A guidebook for a broad
range of subjects such as maintaining good hygiene, physical and mental health, mainstream and
alternative health care, eating disorders and addictions, as well as navigating difficult situations like
grief and bullying.
©2013 Gale

9781414498690

Body Systems
Body Systems covers the 14 systems of the human body and their role and function from an individual
organ perspective, and as part of the larger body system. Topics include information on common
diseases related to specific systems (causes and treatments) and the effects of substances on body
systems, including foods and drugs. Also includes full-colour detailed illustrations of all body systems.
©2014 Gale

9781573027212

The Gale Encyclopedia of Fitness
In The Gale Encyclopedia of Fitness, all of the fitness information users seek is available in one resource
with accompanying photographic images and illustrations. This title is the reference source for students
of fitness and healthy living.
©2012 Gale

9781414490199

Explore Individual and collective human activity within society and their surroundings. This two
volume title can easily be referenced for Civics, Geography, and Challenge and Change courses to
help develop a rich understanding of one’s self and others.
©2013 Gale

9781414491387

Global Issues
Worldmark Modern Conflict and Diplomacy

Worldmark Encyclopedia of U.S. and Canadian Environmental Issues
This title covers Science Technology Society and the Environment from an issues point of view.
Think globally and inquire locally for information on climate change, natural resources, energy, jobs,
and habitat. Research by province with geographical introductions and focus on geo-features and
inhabitants.
©2012 Gale

©2014 Gale

Comprehensive coverage of food and culture from 70 countries and culture groups worldwide. From
recipes to nutrition, dietary habits to health, students can explore food, nutrition, and mealtime
customs from around the world.
9781414490762

First Nations of North America
U.X.L. Encyclopedia of Native American Tribes
U.X.L.’s Encyclopedia of Native American Tribes offers in-depth historical, cultural, and current
information on 107 Native American tribes and traditional lands covering Canada, U.S., and Mexico.
Organized by geography, each entry features a locator map, a fact box, a chronology, and other
critical information. A must have for integrating Aboriginal Worldviews into curriculum.
©2012 U.X.L.

www.nelson.com/site/gale

9781573027298

9781414490892

Junior Worldmark Encyclopedia of Foods and Recipes of the World

©2012 U.X.L.

Interested in global issues? Have your students investigate conflicts with a global impact from the
protagonists to the individuals and organizations focused on resolution. Investigate from cause to
current status with critical thinking and critical analysis.

9781414490984
www.nelson.com/site/gale

